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Abstract

Building Information Modelling (BIM) enables the Civil engineers professional to accomplish the digital requirements and also the integration and collaboration on the elaboration of projects and maintenance of buildings. BIM methodology is currently the main subject of investigation and application in the construction industry and the education have been exploring the introduction of this issue in curricular programs. The students of civil engineering and architecture, as future professionals, must updated their skills with the most recent innovative technology and knowledge. Several academies better classified within the architecture and engineer sector, were selected and its curricular programs were analyzed: the didactic strategies of inserting BIM teachings are similar in the main concept and practice, but depending of the expertise of the school, the aspects related to architecture, structures, construction or planning are deeper taught; the level cycles of introduction BIM (bachelor, master or postgraduate), the professional courses offered to architects and engineers and the main subjects were discussed. The principal aim of the curricular research is the characterization of BIM education in distinct academies. A resume of actions and organization of topics that promotes an adequate updating of the students skills was achieved, helping BIM educators in their activity.
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1. Introduction

Building Information Modelling (BIM) concept and practice are currently the most relevant procedure in a large range of sectors in the construction industry. The BIM tools available allow developing projects of buildings and infrastructures, planning the construction work or supporting the management activity of buildings, in a centralized, digital and collaborative way. The fundament of BIM is the generation of a geometric three-dimensional (3D) model composed of parametric objects (Sucar, 2009). The capacity of BIM tools in creating parametric models with information concerning not just geometry and spatial relationships, but also properties of the applied materials, the geographic data, the costs estimation and the documents of warranties and certificates, keeps BIM use at the lead of exploring innovative working procedures (Youssef et al., 2013). In the construction industry, BIM have contributing to the decreasing of discrepancies between the planned work and the as-built construction, reducing costs divergences and avoiding errors (Milyutina, 2018).

The implementation of BIM is currently very well disseminated around the world in distinct sector of the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry. Finland was the first country mentioned an incipient notion of hierarchy systems of construction components. After that, in the years 70-80, the first idea was representing the construction components as objects, namely, a window belongs to a particular wall or a slab in located in a specific level in a building. The term “Building Description System”, followed by “Building Product Models” and after by the designation “Product Information Models” were the background of the current “Building Information Modelling” term (Eastman et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the BIM expansion and embracing started in Finland, the tool development was crucial for the implementation, and, in this, USA introduced remarkable technological advances developing BIM based tools, with the capacity to materialize the genesis of the BIM concept. In this, the word BIM was adopted by commercial software houses for the construction industry and the advances in technology applied in BIM tools allows to develop better and efficient products (Vilutiene et al., 2019).

Around the world BIM methodology have been adopted mainly in public buildings (Sampaio, 2018): In Europe the first countries in using the methodology were Finland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark and they established some strategies and rules to support BIM collaborative environments (Muller et al., 2017), [8] (Ignatov et al., 2019). Other countries like Singapore and China were BIM is widely applied established new ifc objects related to buildings and
railway and road projects (Liu et al., 2017), (Wang et al., 2018). The government action is initialized in the United Kingdom with the intention of reduce carbon emission in construction (Mohamed et al., 2020). Subsequently, currently the majority of the countries are studying governmental strategies in order to push the adoption of BIM, first in public buildings and after in all the projects of buildings and infrastructures (Sampaio et al., 2016).

Supporting the workflow needed in an integrated design process, the open BIM standard Industry Foundation Class (IFC) has an extraordinarily important role allowing the required interoperability, associated with the BIM competence (ISO 16739-1, 2018). The IFC type standardization was established by the international organization Building Smart and more complete and wide versions of IFC have been developed and applied in more efficient BIM software (Kiviniemi, 2015). The construction domain have been experimented a speedily changing technology, supported in continuous advances, refinements or improvements, in a wide perspective of methodology of work, platform of collaboration or way of delivery projects, mostly concerning BIM.

The students of Civil Engineering have taken benefit of the new opportunities in their future activity, adding BIM knowledge and with it improving their skills (BIM Strategy Report, 2012). Engineering teaching can be added with new BIM curricular learnings. In addition, specialists of civil engineering should also obtain capabilities in this new subject permitting the professionals to transfer experiences and lead it out of school, contributing to increase effectiveness in the development of projects and achieving optimized final products. Currently, training BIM in schools is necessary as the industry demands and requires it as imperative (Sadauskiene & Pupeikis, 2018). The present study present a curricular analyses among the most relevant Civil Engineering schools in Europe including Portuguese academies and journals articles concerning BIM teaching in some of. A selection in Engineering Civil and Structural domains among European university was made and a detail of the top ranking classification is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. University rankings for Civil Engineering 2020 (Ranking, 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Overall Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>92.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Polytechnic University of Catalonia</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Polytechnic University of Turin</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>84.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Polytechnic University of Madrid</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>81.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>University of Lisbon</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-100</td>
<td>University of Porto</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methodology to support the present study is based on a curricular program research, available on each of the listed Universities, with the objective of finding in each new or adopted unit how BIM subject is included, and in what curricular level. Other didactic actions were analyses in their context, as professional courses and workshops, and also in master thesis. The curricular analyses allows to resume new units and units that were adapt, the curricular levels were each proposal is insert and the most relevant courses (master, professional or workshops) offered by the universities.

This particular selection of universities and the final resume of units (optional and mandatory) and courses (master and professionals, partial or complete) can support new BIM educators to defined adequate strategies to applied in their universities the teaching of BIM subject. A first bibliographic research was made concerning the approaches implementation applied in several universalities organized by curricula adaptation, training on handling BIM tools and accomplish industry requirements. This structure helps readers to follow the distinct perspective applied in the listed academies, and reported in each paper. The propose of the present study is deeper in analyses concerning the subjects of the units and the courses. This detail bring a structured curricular program that can be easy adopted in other schools, depending of the expertise of the academy or the interested of the teacher.

2. Academic Strategies to Introduce BIM

This study demonstrates that the approaches established by the selected universities are distinct, elaborated considering the diversity of main objectives and studies (structures, construction, bridges or roads) of each one. However, the main concepts as parametric modeling processes and collaborative way of working are common to all proposals of every school (Sampaio, 2018a). However, inserting BIM into civil engineering curricular programs have not reached all teachers as the adoption of this new concept and way of designing requires time, dissemination and recognition of its benefits. As so understanding the principal barriers inside, each academy is pertinent to BIM.
The capability of higher education to adopt new training procedures attending to industry demand, imposes a rapid development within formal academia as well as education solutions offered outside the school (Sacks & Pikas, 2013). In a background bibliographic review, concerning BIM education, three main perspectives were carried out:

- **Curricular plan adaptation:** New and experimental teaching approaches in BIM education have been added and developed combining the BIM issue in traditional courses. BIM education models vary widely among Universities, but mainly they are particular concentrated on the adoption of BIM subjects in the first curricular cycle in civil engineering degree. By establishing new standard plans specifically oriented for BIM courses, students learned the main principals and practice around the multidisciplinary workflow involved in a project. Woo (2006) describes some principal aspects introduced in construction educational environments and the innovative pedagogical challenges that BIM imposes. Molavi & Shapoorian (2012) refer that teachers are committed in inserting new technologies related with BIM and mentioned distinct guidelines for BIM education. For that, concerning curriculum subjects and advanced software are used in teaching, and some experienced difficulties related to policy and practical procedures. In a collaborative and integrated project, the use of a centralized BIM model throughout the development of multi disciplines (architecture, engineering, construction, and facilities management) is need. This requirement has conducted to enhance distinct courses of action in undergraduate levels or even through graduate education (Lu et al., 2013). Gerber et al. (2015) present the conclusions of an analyses of a survey made among the students in order to understand and evaluate the use of the most advanced technologies in civil engineering curricula. The study indicates that all programs consider BIM is a very important topic for the future of the engineering education. Suwal et al. (2014) refer that most of the academy of Civil engineering in Finland, have been introduction BIM education for a long time, conducting to a generalized knowledge of using BIM tools in real projects, affording benefits to the construction industry. A research work conduct by Sadauskiene & Pupeikis (2018), concerning the curricula analyze related with BIM, in higher education institutions, in Lithuania, shows that the strength of BIM development is the interdisciplinary established in school in order to joint disciplines in a semester project.

- **Practical training:** Supplemental teaching materials in BIM context helps to reinforce foundational concepts such as plan reading, estimating, scheduling, and construction coordination, based in BIM tools training. The benefits of BIM implementation are currently well disseminated in all sectors of the construction activity and as so the related concept and practice must be taught at the academics of civil engineering and architecture (Joaanides et al., 2012). As the BIM methodology has been applied with increasing importance in the industry, it is of greatest relevance for teachers to incorporate it in their classes. The pedagogic approaches introduced by some academies allows students to increase their skills and capabilities, new knowledge that in the future they are going to use and domain with propriety on the execution of their activities. Namely, students are introduction on software experience with building planning and clash detection between disciplines in a project Wu et al., (2018). BIM tools support to integrate design process, where information is transferred between computer application, throughout the development of all tasks involved in the project lifecycle, and as so training students in several BIM tools is mandatory. Acquiring knowledge concerning the capacities and applicability of the available software with advanced technologies permits students or professional to provide learning BIM, concept and training, of any level of knowledge (Dossick et al., 2014)

- **Industry demand:** Short courses were organized in order to undertake the need of the wide range of professionals of the industry. This type of actions have become urgent to be satisfied by the academics of civil engineering. Faust [29] (2018) recognizes the relevance of BIM education to accomplish the construction sector suggestions and needs and as a first step, a unit concerning an introduction to the application of BIM, management of construction projects, was implemented in the John Brown University, Arkansas, USA. The author intends to start a link with other teachers and academies in order to observe and change didactic experiences that could me useful the BIM teachers community. The proposal presented by Sampaio, (2017) in a technical faculty goes through several aspects of BIM concept and application contributing to an suitable dissemination among civil engineer students and engineers in their real activity, as the topics taught goes from modeling buildings to their maintenance. Saleeb et al. (2016) refers to the increasing partnership among the industry and the colleges of engineering as a support to delaine us full new units, new modules, even complete masters or punctually specific workshops adequately oriented to the real needs verified in the sector. In particular, Peterson et al. (2011) mention that the upgrading inside
school in curricular programs on a computing context, must constantly incorporate the most current technological advances that can be applied in the construction domain. For that it is recommended to invite BIM specialist who already has experience of applying the methodology in their real activity and in the diverse valences covered in construction (buildings, roads or dams).

Following this background, the introduction of BIM teaching in new or adapted didactic proposals in the traditional way of teaching presents currently some barrier. What was found in the curricular programs taken from each university listed in the next item is that some adaptations were performed at the higher levers of the courses and, with an even more expression, as complete courses offered to professionals outside the school. The academy and the teachers must follow the necessity of adding BIM subjects oriented to improve the skills of the students and to updated the knowledge of professionals that require to learn BIM subjects.

3. Curricular Programs on Civil Engineering

Training in BIM methodology is being introduced at high speed in all countries, making the required maturity achieve a higher level. The knowledge of BIM among construction professionals is no longer just resumed to a three-dimensional (3D) geometric model, but they have conscience that managing BIM information adequately, improves the quality of their conclude products. Engineers and architects, and all specialists involved in the development of projects and in the effective execution of the building, must become aware of the real advantages of the application of BIM in their specific activity, so that they can add value to the final result of each partner, contributing to the optimization of the final product.

Some of consulted formal didactic plans among several academies, teaching the new issue was found, but in all different attitude concerning BIM adoption was verified. Some introduces BIM subjects as just a mention in the lower level, others in the master level, and even just in specialized professional oriented to structures, construction or sustainability. The goal is always to add value to the technological capacity and knowledge of students, at each level of learning, or technicians who work in their activity, outside the school.

Several academies were selected, among a top ranking of universities in the domain of Civil Engineer, from Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal, with the objective of analyzing the adaptation to BIM in their curricula. The report explores curricular programs to help to identify pedagogical strategies and challenges associated with the introducing of BIM training in schools, contributing to create relevant skills and competencies in future architects and engineers. In the present analyses, it was found that the master cycle, of several universities with civil engineering study, includes, in their curricular programs, optional BIM units or only BIM modules within informatics or technical drawing disciplines. It was also found that often students complement their education, developing final projects in BIM units and MSc research, empowering their skills with BIM knowledge. In addition, complementary outside courses in BIM have been offered, in order to support the needs that professionals in the sector asked for. The study reviews the current approaches to incorporate BIM into degree and certificate programs in leading international universities.

3.1 Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne

At the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne, civil engineering students learn the main concepts of project, planning, construction and maintenance of buildings, railways and roads (Gerber et al., 2015). In addition to these main topics the recent study plans, refers that concerning the bachelor cycle it does not include yet the BIM issue, but optional units with BIM topic are offered in the master curricular lever and a complete A specific professional course was also found:

- **In bachelor cycle** – The computer-aided engineering unit introduces the basic computing requirements and practice, namely, programming languages, knowledge supporting decisions and machine learning, but no BIM is taught.

- **In master cycle** – Numerical representation and BIM, an optional unit, includes issues regarding the generation of BIM structural models using parametric objects included in libraries and promotes several aspects related with BIM, namely, digital database, collaborative work and management of structural projects.

- **In master cycle** – The summary of an optional unit regarding the BIM subject starts with the basic notion BIM (parametric modeling), followed by the applicability of the methodology with a more deep study evolving practice of the architectural project at a global scale. Several topics are taught: IFC standard and interoperability capacity; level of detail or development (LOD); BIM in project teams of architects and civil engineers; BIM based software training (ArchiCAD, Revit, Revizto and Open BIMconcept); construction
schedules (4D) and building estimation costs (5D). The BIM unit is oriented to the presentation of BIM as a collaborative and integrated platform.

- **In master thesis** - Students apply the previous BIM knowledge on real building or infrastructures cases on the development of research work within master cycle.

The Swiss Federal Institute of Technology of Lausanne doesn’t included BIM topics in the yearly cycles but only near the end of the academic training.

### 3.2 Polytechnic University of Catalonia

At the Civil Engineering academy of the Polytechnic University of Catalonia in Barcelona, the degree in Civil Engineer carries relevant educational formative contents of a range of sectors in engineering like infrastructures, construction, structural analyses, hydraulic topics, and a robust support in elementary sciences. The master level offers a wide range of subjects related to the diverse activity of a civil engineer, but the units found in the current curricular plans of both cycles, bachelor and master, does not include any reference to BIM. Only in professional masters complete specialized BIM courses are offered (Picó, 2009).

- **In bachelor cycle** - No BIM is taught in units like metric geometry and representation systems, with subjects similar to BIM computer issue. The summary only contemplate the capacity of understanding spatial vision and the skills to define technical drawings using CAD system.

- **In master cycle** – The technical drawing design and numerical calculation unit, offered as optional, aims the intention of introduction the basic knowledge concerning the use and programming of computers. It also includes data structure of graphical files, techniques of exporting file and introduction to 3D geometry and handle a CAD tool in the generation of drawings and 3D models, but without making any reference to BIM.

- **In professional master** – A new professional about BIM modelling of building construction is offered. The contents of the course refers to the understanding of the organization, management and coordination of teams and integrated works when supported on BIM collaborative platforms. A practical training component related with the generation of BIM models, of distinct disciplines is also considered.

- **In professional master** – Another specific professional program, involving the control of facility management services activities developed in BIM environments is outlined. Distinct topics mainly oriented to collection, researching, and transferring of data, and the handling of BIM software were found.

- **In professional master** – The professional course in structures aims to provide engineers with methodological knowledge, appropriate data transfer processes and obtaining the written and graphic documentation required in the structural project, using BIM-base software.

The Polytechnic University of Catalonia in Barcelona doesn’t included BIM topics in the yearly cycles but it presents several professional master oriented to distinct specialties.

### 3.3 Polytechnic University of Turin

The Faculty of Civil Engineering of Polytechnic University of Turin presents a curricular program aiming the objective of teaching design, construction, management and maintenance of buildings and infrastructure (Donato, 2017). This Faculty is the first academy in introduction the BIM subject at the bachelor level. This is motivated by the government's introduction of a demand, at the level of the public buildings project, for the adoption of BIM. Thus, the school had to adapt and include, therefore, in the first year of schooling its concept. In addition, several professional courses were created.

- **In bachelor cycle** – The technical sketching unit presents only the drawing as a basic language of communication and the use of CAD tool the generation of drawings and geometric models. In addition, notes on methods of BIM with reference to the construction industry were included.

- **In master cycle** – The new unit of BIM subject, created within a specific master oriented to the built structures, summarize the objective of bringing students to obtain the sufficient skill in BIM allowing them to develop projects of building and support the maintenance activity.

It was found at the Polytechnic University of Turin a first mention to BIM topic. The academy presents a complete master in BIM but oriented to build structures.

### 3.4 Polytechnic University of Madrid

The faculty of Civil Engineering of the Polytechnic University of Madrid presents a wide range of topics of interest
for the activity of engineers with a relevant theory and practical components. No BIM is taught at the bachelor level, but a new master BIM unit oriented to the management aspect of a building was created (Lozano-Díez et al., 2018):

- **In bachelor cycle** – The summary of the graphic expression unit develops spatial vision capacity and graphical expression techniques based on descriptive geometry and computer-aided design programs, but BIM is not taught.

- **In master cycle** – The unit concerning built constructions in a management context, summarizes the capacity of exchanging and interconnecting the management of the project lifecycle of international work using BIM tools. The content involves: concept, applications, BIM software available, generation and handling BIM models and the workflow of data required in a collaborative BIM project.

In the Polytechnic University of Madrid no BIM topic is taught. The academy presents a master course were the basic concept and the training of BIM software were taught.

3.5 University of Lisbon

At the Department of Civil Engineering of the University of Lisbon, the formal curricular program allows students to be prepared to their future professional activity, accomplish the demand of the construction sector. At the first year of the degree, the students learn the basic concept of BIM methodology and how to handling a BIM modeling software (Sampaio, 2015) and currently short courses concerning BIM concept and applicability are offered to professionals of the sector Sampaio & Martins, 2021). Several MSc theses have been also developed, in the past 10 years, comprising a wide range of topics (Sampaio, 2018b) and a new BIM unit begun on 2021 to be offered (Sampaio, 2019).

- **In bachelor cycle** – The computer-aided drawing (CAD) unit concerns the use of CAD tools on the creation of technical drawing applied in civil engineering and a basic introduction to BIM methodology is presented with a practical component on the generation of the architectural and structural components of a BIM model (Figure 1).

- **In master cycle** – The proposed unit concerning BIM methodology presents a summary oriented to parametric modeling concept, handling a BIM tool as a practical aspect and the introduction to collaborative projects. The curricular content involves a modelling practice concerning the areas of structure, plumping, budgeting and drawing.

- **In short courses** – The school offers short courses concerning BIM demand by the professionals of the construction industry, covering distinct sectors of civil engineering mainly construction planning, structural analyses, geotechnics works management and maintenance of buildings (Figure 2).
• **In students’ workshop** – The BIM workshop offered by the school was demanded by finalist students. The BIM one-day course promotes the increase of knowledge in BIM, useful in the training of students and, later, in their activity as engineers, becoming better prepared and qualified to achieve greater success in the work. The content of the course concerns a practical component and a large sample of the applicability of (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Images presented in workshop concerning the use of a BIM software](image)

• **In master theses** – The introduction of BIM methodology is based on the generation and handling BIM models developed in a didactic context. The range of application of the studies reaches several transversal disciplines: BIM in transport infrastructure; BIM in structural design; BIM in geotechnics project; interoperability analyses in structural design; comparative analysis of measurements of quantities in traditional and BIM project; generation and certification of BIM parametric objects of floors, walls and roofs (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Imagens from MSc theses](image)

In the University of Madrid a few years ago the BIM topic have been introduced in Technical Drawing unit, offered to students of the first year. A complete unit is proposed and the first year to be applied in 2021/22. However, along the last 10 years master thesis and workshops concerning BIM have been developed with a great participation of students and professionals. The images of the figures illustrate the results of the classes and of the masters thesis, and also some of the presentation slides of the shorts courses.

### 3.6 University of Porto

Concerning the degree of Civil Engineering the University of Porto presents a large range of topics highlighting a relevant relation between academy and industry. It was found that the bachelor cycle does not comprise BIM subject but in the last semester of the course two BIM issues were incorporated:

• **In bachelor cycle** – At the first level of education no BIM is taught. The technical drawing unit aims to present the drawing as a technical language based in rules, required to communicate to partners in the development of a project and to transmit digital documents of the project. Just CAD software is used in classes.

• **In master cycle** – The optional computing in construction unit refers to BIM in building as an advanced technology. The unit concerns mostly the understanding BIM application in project, construction planning, budgeting, maintenance and rehabilitation. It also includes to handling of a BIM modeling tool and multifunctional platforms as the main support to manage models, coordinate projects and to communicate with all the stakeholders.
• In master cycle – The master course about information systems in building introduces the digital data management concept in construction, identifies the required workflows in the development of several construction process, and analyses the construction companies, offices and enterprise requirements in the development of construction products.

Finally, in the University of Porto, no BIM is taught in the first years, but a unit and master course are currently offered to students

4. Curricular Discussion

BIM methodology education followed the construction industry needs. Teaching BIM comprises a large range of topics mainly concepts, tools and workflow of data. Consulting several curricular programs of specific units and courses related to this issue allows pointing some strategic lines of organizations, objectives and contents. In its BIM educational proposals accomplish the construction industry demands. The general objective of introduction BIM subjects in school is to allow students and professionals, an appropriate understanding of the methodology and its applicability. Therefore, teachers involved in units similar to drawing or informatics are the first actors, and as so they are more pressed to participate in adopting BIM training, concept and practice in their educational activity. The organization of the present text underlies the main remarks and identifies BIM contents illustrating the didactic strategy followed by each school:

• In bachelor cycle – CAD systems are used in all academia but just at the ULisbon and at the PUTurin, a rudimental introduction to BIM is made in Civil Engineering courses. In fact, at this level just an incipient concept of 3D modelling, based in parametric objects, can be taught. However several units of all schools provide the use of CAD system in drawings (2D) and 3D models.

• In master cycle – BIM has not been introduced in ULisbon and in UPCatalonia and just a proposal of a BIM unit was elaborated to be inserted in ULisbon.

• In master cycle – BIM was introduced as a new unit in the Universities of Lausanne, Madrid, Turin and Porto as mandatory or optional.

• In professional or specialization masters – In the Polytechnic University of Catalonia, BIM subject was inserted in the Control of facility management services master as a complete unit.

• In short courses or workshops – several one-day courses were organized at the University of Lisbon concerning BIM aimed at professionals in the sector and finalist students in engineering.

• In master theses – In all academies several master thesis were developed along the last 10 - 15 years, focused in a wide range of topics.

From the curricular study, it is possible to point relevant issues concerning BIM contents and objectives:

• Basic concepts – common to all didactic strategies it was found the introductory subjects of BIM as well a practical component. The BIM methodology concept, applications and revision of BIM software is first mentioned, followed by the centralization of information, integration of processes and notion of collaborative project based on the organization of BIM teams of architects and civil engineers. Other basic topics are related with follow-up work and monitoring, implementation and workflow of data, IFC standard and interoperability capacity. Moreover, the range of applicability of the methodology, revealing limits and benefits, are described.

• Practice – the engagement of students and participants in professional courses is supported on handling diverse type of BIM based software, incrementing their skills in computing. The architectural, structural and MEP components of a BIM model were generated using modelling BIM software (Revit, ArchiCAD, Allplan or AECOsim) and the conflict analyses between disciplines is made using Navisworks. The verification of the interoperability capacity of the software was made over ArchiCAD/Revit, Revit/Robot and Revit/Revizto transfer based on bi-directional workflow data. The reference to BIM collaborative platform available is made in order to manage all disciplines of a complete project and to integration in an efficient way all multitasks required in a building lifecycle.

• Specific subjects:
  o Structures: In a structural project, the principal aspect taught concerns the interoperability limitation. Structural project is developed using Robot, ETABS, SAP, Cype, and Tricalc, and the cases studies involves buildings, bridges, tunnels, metro stations, schools or hospitals.
Construction: In the construction process, the planning, the measurements and the budgeting are essential topics that are taught. It requires the generation of 4D models (construction schedules) and of 5D model (extraction of quantities of materials and estimation costs). In these tasks virtual and augmented reality technologies can be used.

Maintenance and facilities management: The maintenance and management tasks required in a building can be supported in an integrated and collaborative BIM platform. A complete BIM model supports facilities management of the building including maintenance (7D) and several type of analysis aimed the optimization of buildings performance like sustainability or energetic simulations (6D).

Nevertheless, some conservative mentality of the higher education lecturer, a speed implementation of BIM subjects were found, mainly in the last curricular level in Civil Engineering degree, and in specific masters and professional courses organized in close collaboration with the industry. The upper list of contents, organized by cycle levels and subjects, clearly identify the strategies adopted by each university and support other proposals that teachers desired to implement in their academy.

A remark relevant that should be changed in all the universities concerns the necessity of introduction the handling of BIM-based tools in the yearly level of Civil Engineer courses. The young students learn easily how to manage new software and its features. However, the real benefits of BIM should be transmitted to students after in the last cycle level. To the professionals that demand specific direction of BIM application, the teachers of the academies must organize courses or workshops with subjects and expertizes oriented to the required demand from distinct sectors, namely, structures, construction, management of projects or maintenance of buildings activity.

Follow the main discussion the incipient introduction to BIM are well accepted by the young students, but the real potential of the BIM methodology is better understand by the students that are near to go to the profession out of the academy. For the final students, the specific subjects, like construction, management or infrastructures, are better known and BIM can be thought in deeper level and large range of application.

5. Conclusions

The text discusses the effort of the academy to be up to date with the most recent computing innovations applied in the construction sector. The academies, as a first mission, define didactic approaches of transmitting BIM knowledge to students, but also professionals of the industry demands this request. An over view of the adaptation of curricular programs was first identified among distinct academies follow three main orientations: adaptation of curricular programs; training on handling tools; fulfill industry needs.

With the main objective of identify how universities and polytechnics contribute to introduce BIM in their organizations, a deeper research by university, by unit and by contents was carried out in order to identify a major absent concerning the introduction of the practical part at the first cycle, and after the offer of courses of distinct expertise to professionals. In it, several courses were analyzed and the main issues were identified:

- An initial subject concerning concept and applicability is introduced;
- Followed by a practical experience on the generation of BIM models, using the available BIM-based tool and on the use of BIM data to achieve multi-tasks developed over the model;
- From the analyses of the syllabus and type of units and courses offered to students and professionals, several remarks can be worked out, associated to the preferences of the universities, manly, more comprehensive courses or following management, construction or infrastructures perspectives;
- And finally, it is also attended, the collaborative characteristic of BIM in the definition of large teams involving several disciplines, in the development of collaborative works supported in BIM platforms.
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